
The metal-ligand bonding in substituted butadiene compkxes of cobalt 

In a recent collation, Schrauzer* has reported the electronic spectra of 
the two complexes, (tet~eth_vlc3rclopentadienone)c~clo~ntadien~lcobalt and its 
~et~~(~~uororne~~~~) analogue. The g~otrrtd state geometries of these molecules 
have been discussed by Dahl and Smith”-, Bailey, Gerloch and Xason3 and GerIoch 
and Ma_%m3. The conformation of the dienone figand indicates that there is no question 
that a structure such as (I) (in Fi g. I) makes an important contribution to a simple 
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valence bond description of the bonding in this molecule; there is equally no question 
that this contribution is not sufficient to completely destroy conjugation in the dienone 
ring as ma\- be seen from the bond lengths (Fi,. u 2) in the c>-clopentadienone iigand in 
ftetralris(t;iffuoromethvl)m-clopentadienone!in tr&zarbon~P~~, (the average e.s.d.S 
of thfzse vaIue3 are o-o-- _, _A so that there is no significant distortion of the figand from 
C, symmetq). 

The qualitative interpretation’ of the bonding in {CH3)&OCo(z-C&) and 
(CFJ&OCo(t-cgH~) needs to be commented upon howewr. In Table I, theoretical 
data, pxided by Hiickel molecular orbitaI caIcuIations, for the c~clopentaCienone 
lewd are listed for the higher Iying filled and Iower Iying unfiUed molecular orbitals. 

Ir: vaIence bond term-~, the poSbIe contributions of such sxuctums as (I) C;LI~ 
be mezurcd by the atom locali_;ation energies (more specifically- b!- the ~,n~~~-iocaI- 
is&on energies). In keeping with intuition, atom Iacakation encrgie5 are a minimum 
at &os~ centres where Dick-Alder addition b>- the metal may take place. JIoreox-cr, 
the IocaIisation energies for clectrophilic attack -c: much smaller for c>-clopentadiene 
than for cyclopentadienone; the distortion from planarit- of the diene ligand~ in 
_~-c_\-cIop~ntadien_vl(r-phen~Ic~cI~~pt7-ntadirn~~cob~t~ is 3ij.g” rarher thzn the 21; found 
in tetr&k(ttif? uorometh-!jc~-clopsniadienone complcses3~+. Intro-ring bond lengths 
and bond angle9 in the diene comp!es aIs demon;trate the increzzd charge local- 
isation and rehvbridisation at what aref~r;?&v described as the c-bonding centres. 

11\7rilrt tl& model has 2 good deal of conceptual value, it is &o wo18hn-hiIe 
examining a description of the structure accordin, m to molecular orbital theoF-. In a 
molecular orbiral discussion of the reIationship between the two estrelme G&YX~ bond 
structures (I) and (II) (r *i,s I) i: is convenient to consider the four z_L+ orbit& of the 
mbon atoms of the butadiek fragment of the ligand. If these are IabeIIed _4 to D, 
then the)- form the ha& for molecdar orbitals of symmetries ~4~ and zBz, which are 
of the form 

I 
CL(I) = a i-4 -6 D + j.(S i Cl] Q + r.Gfl 
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2 C.u(=i -D) - (B -C)) z -1.6/3 

where we ha\-e neglected overlap. The bonding molecular orbitals of (II) span -4 3 and 
B, a.rrd the l&and contribution to these molecular orbital5 arises from a,(~) and 

b,(1) ;Formula (II) does not allow explicitly for a back-donation process:. In contrast, 
the “c-x-bonded” structure (I) has bonding molecular orbitals which span ti2 + 

61. where. besides a-(x) and &(I). the ligand combination a,(~) is im-olved. The 
molecular orbitals of the qclopentadienone molecule listed inTable I are related to 
those of the butadiene fragment: we identify n?(r) with y, CZ&) with E, b,(r) with 6, 
and br(~) \Cth 1’. The formulations (I) and (II), it must be stressed, do not imply a 
“fundamental difference in the electronic structures”r; rather there is a smooth 
transition between the two schemes as a%(a) contributes increasingly to the bonding. 
The es_;ential difference between the two bonding schemes is therefore the contribution 
which the unfilled &and orbital lying at (CC - 0.03 p) makes to the metal-ligand bond. 
Two points should be stressed in this connection_ The first is that the theoretically 
derived enere implies that this lowest unfilled molecular orbital is virtually bonding, 
cl-en so far as the ligand itself is concerned. Tetrakis(trifluoromethyl)cyclopentadi- 
enone ham indeed x-irtually the same electron acceptor properties as tetracyanoethy- 
knc, ;ij judged by the frequencies of the chaise transfer spectra of these txo separate 
Lewi-is acids with aromatic donor2. -1s far as the cobalt cyclopentadienone complex is 
concerned, this low-lying ligand le\-el implies an incre,- a-e in the metal to ligand 
“back-donation” process compared. say. with rr-c\-clopentadieny-1 compleses. Xs a 
result of the node in the ketonic group in this unfilled X0., metal-ligand overlap will 
clzarl_v be incresed if the ox>-gen were pushed awa>- from the plane of the remaining 
ii\-e carbon atom@_ But it mu3 be emphasized that the major part of the ring dis- 
tortions in the tluorometh~-l-substituted dienone complexes originate from the bending 
of the ketonic group as a whole and this is dlue to the interaction of orbital 7 of Table I 

with the metal C&Z or &ifs hybrid. 


